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THE FOLLOWING PHOTOGRAPHS PROVIDE A VISUAL ILLUSTRATION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT AREA FROM THE EIGHT COMPASS DIRECTIONS

1. PROPOSED NEW 132 KV TRANSMISSION LINE ALTERNATIVE 1 (PREFERRED) AND ALTERNATIVE 2 STARTING POINT

The GPS coordinates/location where the photographs were taken from is:
28°16′59.62″S 23°17′49.62″E
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2. PROPOSED NEW 132 KV TRANSMISSION LINE ALTERNATIVE 1 (PREFERRED) MIDDLE POINT

The GPS coordinates/location where the photographs were taken from is:

28°14′00.63″S 23°14′33.79″E
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3. PROPOSED NEW 132 KV TRANSMISSION LINE ALTERNATIVE 1 (PREFERRED) AND ALTERNATIVE 2 END POINT

The GPS coordinates/location where the photographs were taken from is:

28°07'56.06"S 23°06'12.85"E
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4. PROPOSED DECOMMISSIONING AND DIVERSION OF EXISTING TRANSMISSION LINE
ALTERNATIVE 1 (PREFERRED) STARTING POINT
The GPS coordinates/location where the photographs were taken from is:
28°17’27.21”S 23°18’23.77”E
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5. PROPOSED DECOMMISSIONING AND DIVERSION OF EXISTING TRANSMISSION LINE ALTERNATIVE 1 (PREFERRED) BEND POINT

The GPS coordinates/location where the photographs were taken from is:
28°16’22.94”S 23°18’22.67”E
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6. PROPOSED DECOMMISSIONING AND DIVERSION OF EXISTING TRANSMISSION LINE
ALTERNATIVE 2 STARTING POINT
The GPS coordinates/location where the photographs were taken from is:
28°17′45.21″S 23°18′48.94″E
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7. PROPOSED DECOMMISSIONING AND DIVERSION OF EXISTING TRANSMISSION LINE
   ALTERNATIVE 2 BEND POINT

The GPS coordinates/location where the photographs were taken from is:
28°18’05.59”S 23°17’13.46”E
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